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Describing Inorganic Nanoparticles in the Context of Surface
Reactivity and Catalysis
a,

S. Carenco †
Fabrication of inorganic nanoparticles is now a mature field. However, further advances, in particular in the field of
catalysis, require a more accurate description of their surface and of the transformations occurring beneath the surface in
the environment of use. Through a selection of case studies, this feature article proposes a journey from surface science to
nanoparticle design, while illustrating state-of-the-art spectroscopies that help provide a relevant description of inorganic
nanoparticles in the context of surface reactivity.

Introduction: Surface reactivity of solids
Inorganic solids: core vs. surface
Traditionally, chemists define solids through their composition
and the local atomic arrangement (unit cell). This unit cell is
then duplicated in the three directions of space to generate a
quasi-infinite set of atoms. Inorganic solids can be amorphous
(glasses) or crystalline. Solids can undergo reactions that
change the local atomic arrangements (crystallization,
amorphization, transformation of one phase into another
one). They can also undergo reactions with incoming species
(anions, cations, neutral atoms), eg. in the case of lithium
insertion into metal oxides, or outgoing ones, eg. in the case of
phase segregation. All these are encompassed in the field of
“solid state chemistry”, which is as old as chemistry itself and
finds roots in metallurgy (Bronze Age, Iron Age, etc.) while it
nourished the greatest hopes of Alchemy.
On the other hand, the chemist can choose to look at the few
top layers of a solid (the surface). Composition, local
arrangement and reactivity of this part of the solid can
significantly differ from these of the core: this is the field of
“surface sciences”, with major achievements related to the
development of scanning tunnelling electron microscopy. In
this context, surface reactivity can be defined as the tendency
of the surface to undergo a chemical reaction by itself or with
an incoming atom or molecule. Because reactivity itself is
deprived of an absolute sense, surface reactivity cannot be
directly quantified, although thermodynamic and kinetic
parameters, such as the energy released by a given reaction
and its rate, inform on the reactivity of the surface.
Moreover, difficulty to provide an accurate description of the
surface is acknowledged through a quote attributed to Linus
Pauling: “God made the bulk; surfaces were invented by the
1
devil”. This complexity gave rise to a rich scientific domain,
highlighted by the Nobel Prize of Gerhardt Ertl in 2007.
Examples of surface-related phenomena are crystallographic
reconstruction and phase segregation, spontaneous or as a
2,3,4
result of the interaction with an adsorbate molecule.

Figure 1 (left) illustrates spontaneous surface reconstruction of
2
Si(100) in vacuum. The top layer of atoms forms a p(2x1)
structure (Figure 1A) that generates a corrugation of 0.31 Å
(Figure 1B). Surface reconstruction can also be triggered by the
adsorption of a molecule like carbon monoxide, as illustrated
on the Pt(100) surface (Figure 1C). Combined DFT modeling
and STM show the position of CO adsorbates and Pt atoms
4
underneath (in light blue). In the starting geometry of the DFT
model, the Pt atoms and CO molecules are separated by
0.37 nm. After relaxation to minimize energy in the DFT
calculation, the CO molecules form a (3x3) cluster with O–O
distances in the range 0.37-0.41 nm, which matches the STM
observations. The average Pt-Pt distance is similar to these of
the bulk (0.275 nm), but side-view shows a significant
corrugation of 1.10 Å (Figure 1D).
Theses surface reconstructions have consequences on the
mechanical properties (tribology) but also on the reactivity of
the surface towards incoming molecules, hence in catalysis.
On top of surface reconstruction, surface of chemical
compounds may undergo phase segregation as a form of
surface reactivity, i.e. the surface may be enriched in one
constituent. This was predicted and modelled theoretically for
5
alloys, and largely described in the field of metallurgy. For
instance, CuAu(100) is enriched in gold at its surface even at
6
temperatures close to the melting temperature. Nanoscaled
solids also may undergo surface segregation, as shown for Pt7
Fe alloy.
In relation with catalysis, monitoring surface reconstruction
and segregation is critical to the proper description of the
8
active site. Recent breakthroughs in instrumentation, such as
near-ambient pressure x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, in
situ scanning transmission electron microscopy or sum
frequency generation spectroscopy, provided new insights to
this challenge, as will be discussed in the following sections.
Prior to this, it appears essential to define what a surface is
and how the nanoscale influences this notion.
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Figure 1: (A) Top view and (B) Side view of a Si(100) surface in ideal configuration (left) and after reconstruction in vacuum (right). Red arrows indicate the most displaced atoms
after reconstruction, which extends 3 atomic layers into the bulk. (A) and (B) were redrawn from ref 2. (C) Top view and (D) side view of the reconstruction of hex-Pt(100) as a
consequence of carbon monoxide adsorption, according to DFT modeling. Corrugation is illustrated as an inset in (D). Pt in the slab is in dark blue, Pt at the surface in light blue,
oxygen is in red and carbon in gray. (C) and (D): Adapted with permission from ref 4. Copyright (2009) American Chemical Society.

What is the effective thickness of the surface?
A proper description of the surface starts with a simple
question: what thickness, in number of atomic layers or any
other relevant unit, should be considered as belonging to the
surface?
(i) In geometric terms, it can be defined as the layer whose
structure differs from these of the bulk. In this viewpoint, a
solid that does not undergo surface reconstruction has a
surface limited to the very last atomic layer, i.e. the one with
dangling bonds, and the surface is only slightly thicker when
reconstructed.
(ii) Another viewpoint consists in considering the electronic
properties of the atoms: the surface is then defined through
the band filling as a function of thickness. For example, for
semi-conductors, band-bending is well described and depends
on the nature of the junction, i.e. on the nature of the medium
adjacent to the solid being considered.
(iii) A last viewpoint, which will be used in the following
discussion, is based on the reactivity of the surface with the
outside medium: in a chemical reaction limited to the surface
(passivation, catalysis, etc.), the thickness of the surface is the
region that is chemically reacting with incoming molecules (O 2,
substrates, etc.). This empiric definition means that the surface
thickness varies with the operating conditions (temperature,
reaction time) and with the reaction considered. As an
example, hydrogenation of unsaturated carbon-carbon bonds
is comparatively described on Pt and Pd (Figure 2). On a hexPt(100) surface (Figure 2A), adsorption of ethylene at room
temperature results in the formation of ethylidyne and di-9
bonded ethylene (from a pressure of 1.33 mbar). These
species are observed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS). This does not modify the hex-Pt(100) structure, although
adsorbates are mobile on the surface, with and without the

10

presence of H2 in the gas mixture. In contrast with this,
hydrogenation of acetylene on Pd leads to the formation of
palladium carbide in the first sublayers of the metal (Figure
11,12
2B).
Depending on the reaction conditions, Pd can
incorporate large amounts of carbon distributed among the
top metal interlayers, although the most stable configuration
13
shows no surface carbon, according to DFT modeling.
How to monitor surfaces?
The question discussed in the previous paragraph (thickness of
the surface) is also related to the techniques that should be
used to monitor the surface.
Traditional surface science toolbox encompasses scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) and low-energy electron
14
diffraction (LEED). STM allows the cartography of the density
of state of a surface (hence, its topology). Atomic resolution
can be reached for a surface with low roughness (typically, a
single-crystal). For crystalline surfaces, LEED informs on the
crystallographic structure of the first layers. Like STM, it
requires a flat surface to reach its full potential. Both
techniques are thus not suited to the study of the surface of
large nanoparticles in disordered arrays and/or supported on a
secondary phase as typically found in heterogeneous catalysis.
They are also not adequate for nanoparticles in solution
(colloids). Hence, they will not be further discussed. Many
alternatives are available to properly describe a nanoparticle
15
surface as discussed below.
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Figure 3: (A) Pt 4f XP spectra of 4 nm CoPt nanoparticles, collected with photon beam
energy of 250, 350 and 630 eV, corresponding to probing depths of 0.48, 0.58 and
0.90 nm. (B) Proposed model: a 7-layer nanoparticle with Co (in blue) and Pt (in red)
atoms unevenly distributed. Top layer is richer in Pt. Adapted with permission from Ref
20
. Copyright © 2011, Springer Nature.
Figure 2: (A) Ethylene adsorption on hex-Pt(100) at room temperature. Adapted with
permission from Ref 9. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society. (B) Model for the
onset of formation of a surface carbide, eg. for Pd(111). Carbon atoms are the smaller
spheres in light grey. Adapted with permission from Ref 12. Copyright © 2010, John
Wiley and Son.

Structure of nanoparticle’s surface can be described by x-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) performed in total electron
yield mode. In this mode, XAS is measured using the secondary
electrons emitted from the solid. These come from the near
surface because of the reduced inelastic mean free path
16
(IMFP) in solids, typically in the nm range. L-edges of first17,18
raw transition metals such as copper and cobalt,
and K19,20,21
edges of light elements such as oxygen,
were
investigated with this method. X-ray absorption near edge
structure (XANES) informs on the local environment of the
elements in the compound. Its feasibility was demonstrated on
single crystals, but also on foils and on nanoparticles, from
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) to a pressure of 1 bar, thus bridging
both the so-called “material gap” and “pressure gap”.
Photoelectrons can also be collected in an analyzer that
measures their kinetic energy: this is x-ray photoemission
spectroscopy (XPS), a technique intrinsically suited for surface
analysis. Interestingly, varying the photon energy of the beam
(or alternatively its incidence angle) allows probing the surface
at different depths, from less than 1 nm to a few nm. This
depth is evaluated using models that simulate the IMFP for the
16
electron considered in a chosen element. This is exemplified
in Figure 3A, which describes the Pt 4f XPS of CoPt
nanoparticles as a function of photon beam energy. By
measuring a series of spectra, a model was proposed for the
distribution of Co and Pt within the nanoparticle inorganic core
(Figure 3B).

As a complement to X-ray spectroscopies, vibrational
spectroscopies (infra-red, Raman, etc.) inform not only on the
inorganic compounds but also on the nature of organic
adsorbate. Some of them are surface-sensitive by design. This
is the case of sum frequency generation spectroscopy (SFG),
which is sensitive to a monolayer of adsorbates. It was for
example
used
to
investigate
the
influence
of
poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) capping agent on Pt nanoparticles
22
used for ethylene hydrogenation. Vibrational spectroscopies
will not be further discussed here but they also include
broadly-used diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform
spectroscopy (DRIFTS). However, they raise the question of the
nature of the chemical bonds between adsorbates (capping
ligand, reactant) and surface. Adsorbates are modifying the
electronic properties of the surface, as explained by R.
23
Hoffmann in a review published in 1988.
Because nanoparticles exhibit a comparatively high amount of
surface compared with macroscopic compound, the next
section is dedicated to showing if and how nanoparticle’s
surface reactivity differs from these of a macroscopic solid.

Is a nano-object special in terms of surface
reactivity?
Nanoparticles exhibit a high surface-to-volume ratio,
compared with macroscopic compounds. As a consequence,
surface energy becomes significant vs. lattice energy. This has
a direct consequence on the shape adopted by a crystalline
nanoparticle: under thermodynamic control, the facet with
lower surface energy will be favored, and the overall shape will
minimize the total surface energy (Wulff construction). For
instance, based on theoretical modeling, Barnard proposed a
24
phase diagram for the shape of palladium nanocatalysts.
Beyond these geometric considerations, electronic properties,
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hence surface reactivity, may vary with the number of atoms
of the nano-object.
Influence of nanoparticle’s diameter on the catalytic properties
The influence on diameter on the activity of gold nanoparticles
for the oxidation of carbon monoxide is a seminal example of
25,26
size-effect in catalysis.
CO adsorption on surfaces on metal
27
is well described, in particular with the help of modelling, but
composition and size effects on the surface reactivity are being
scrutinized in order to improve chemical and electrochemical
28,29
reduction performances and selectivity.
Recently, the diameter of cobalt nanoparticles was correlated
with their turn-over frequency (TOF) for the reduction of
30
carbon monoxide by H2. Smaller nanoparticles (diameter
below 5 nm) were found to be less active than larger ones
(10 nm), and above 15 nm a plateau was observed. In situ x-ray
absorption (XAS) at Co L-edge confirmed the metallic state of
21
cobalt under 1 bar of H2 at 250 °C. CO dissociation was
followed by the appearance of a cobalt oxide peak on the O Kedge spectrum. It was quantified and compared for 4, 10 and
15 nm cobalt nanoparticles (Figure 4, top). The trend was
similar to these observed for the TOF: larger nanoparticles
showed more CO dissociation than smaller ones, and this
effect was more pronounced when the temperature was
higher (Figure 4, bottom).

Controlling surface reactivity for preserving the nanoparticles
composition and structure
Surface oxidation of non-noble metal and alloy nanoparticles
33
34
(eg. iron, nickel-cobalt ) is a well-known process. However,
other compounds were not much explored. This is the case of
lanthanide oxysulfides of formula Ln 2O2S (Ln = lanthanide),
2+
2which exhibit a lamellar structure with [Ln 2O2] and S planes
35
(Figure 5A). The structure was reported in 1947 and the
36
compounds were prepared for all Ln except promethium.
However, the first Ln2O2S nanoparticles were reported as late
37
as 2000.
They found applications in the fields of
upconversion, persistent luminescence and magnetic contrast
agent for MRI. Few examples deal with catalysis, eg. oxygen
38
39
reduction reaction and water-gas shift.

Figure 5: (A) Ln2O2S hexagonal crystal structure (for Ln = Gd, see JCPDS 06-8819). (B)
TEM of Gd2(1-y)Ce2yO2S nanoparticles containing 37.5 % Ce among total Ln, (C) Lattice
parameter a as a function of y in Gd2(1-y)Ce2yO2S, extracted from X-ray diffractograms on
powders (see 40). The line is a guide to the eye indicating the theoretical value for a,
according to Vegard’s law. All powders were isolated and measured under air except
the two samples marked “glovebox”. (D) Trend for crystal stability in air.

Figure 4: (Top) Scanning electron microscopy of the 4, 10 and 15 nm cobalt
nanoparticles. (Bottom) Relative concentration of dissociated CO species on
nanoparticles after exposure to CO/He at different temperatures. The concentration is
calculated from the area of the oxide XAS peak relative to the π* peak from intact
adsorbed CO. Adapted from Ref 21.

Size-effect for nanocatalysts is being extensively studied for
31
different metals (eg. Ru ) and reactions (eg. oxygen reduction
32
reaction ) because it helps adjusting the surface reactivity.
This can be done only when nanoparticles survive to the
presence of reactive gases. For many inorganic compounds
traditionally prepared as macroscopic crystals, description of
the surface reactivity, for instance upon exposure to air, is not
available.

4

The surface state of metal oxysulfides remains mostly
undescribed, although one can expect sulfide species to
undergo oxidation when exposed to O2 and/or H2O. Recently,
we studied the formation of Gd2(1-y)Ce2yO2S nanoparticles with
40
y varying from 0 to 1 (Figure 5B). Ce2O2S, containing
(III)
exclusively Ce , was found to be highly air-sensitive and had
to be isolated in an inert glovebox. In air, the formation of
(IV)
CeO2 (containing Ce ) was observed within days from x-ray
40
diffraction (XRD) on the nanoparticles powder. Solid solution
containing both cerium and gadolinium cations presented a
lattice parameter a that followed Vegard’s law (Figure 5C), for
y < 40 %. Nanoparticles with high Ce content (y > 80 %) were
rapidly degraded in air. For intermediate y values, a plateau
was observed in terms of lattice parameter. Comparison with a
sample isolated and measured under inert atmosphere for
y = 70 % revealed the effect of air on the lattice parameter a:
partial degradation of the nanoparticles occurred due to
reaction with humidity and O2. At this stage, the structural
discussion seemed to indicate that higher cerium fraction was
responsible for the sensitivity to air (Figure 5D) and that
cerium-free Gd2O2S was not affected by exposure to air.

(IV)

(VI)

The absence of oxidized sulfur (S and S ) in the powders
isolated under inert atmosphere was confirmed by XAS at
sulfur K-edge on Gd2O2S and Ce2O2S (Figure 6). However,
Gd2O2S powder exposed to air showed the presence of
oxidized sulfur. XPS confirmed the presence of sulfonates and
sulfates. Sulfur oxidation was driven by the formation of highly
stable S–O bonds.

250 °C (Figure 7A). In this case, the lack of miscibility of copper
and cobalt drove the segregation of a minority of the copper
outside of the initial nanoparticles, which formed new hollow
46
particles. This was revealed by combining ex situ microscopy
and EDS mapping with in situ near-ambient-pressure XPS.
Cobalt and nickel are, by contrast, more miscible, which may
be the driving force for the formation of an alloy upon heat
transfer. After cycles of oxidation and reduction, core-shell
nickel-cobalt nanoparticles were found to rearrange as
partially hollow nanoparticles, with a shell of NiCo alloy and a
47
nickel-rich core (Figure 7B). They did not further evolve
under the mixture of CO2 and H2.

Figure 6: X-ray absorption spectra at Sulfur K-edge on three pellets of nanoparticles:
Gd2O2S (dark green) and Ce 2O2S (blue) isolated and stored under inert atmosphere,
Gd2O2S exposed to air for several days (light green). Dotted circles are a guide to the
eye.

This example illustrates that structures considered as nonreactive at the macroscopic scale or even at the nano-scale
(based on XRD) may actually be the theatre of a significant
surface reactivity. Here, the nanoparticles at stake present a
thickness of a few layers only: partial surface oxidation already
represent a significant change of the overall chemical object,
with consequences to be expected on the catalytic properties.
Surface reactivity inducing in-depth restructuring of nanoparticles
Beyond surface oxidation, state-of-the-art in situ spectroscopy
and microscopy now allow monitoring the state of
nanoparticles surface exposed to reactive gases, eg. while
simulating the Fisher-Tropsch process, the methanation of
CO2, or other reactions relevant to the industry. Surface
restructuring as a consequence of CO adsorption is a well41
described process for flat surfaces, such as single-crystals.
Following the same process, nanoparticles transformation in
terms of morphology or even composition can be drastic, as
42
43,44
illustrated for nanoparticles of Rh, RhPd and PdPt,
or
45,20
PtCo,
for instance.
A typical methodology to study these restructuring is to
synthesize well-defined nanoparticles from colloidal synthesis
in organic solvents. The nanoparticles are stabilized by organic
ligands (eg. oleates), which are burnt by a treatment in O2 at
ca 200 °C. The metallic state of the nanoparticles is restored by
a second treatment under H2 in the same temperature range,
and to improve the process this is repeated a couple of times.
The nanoparticles are then exposed to model reaction
conditions (gas mixture) and heated to the desired
temperature.
Under these conditions, a core-shell structure may rearrange
into a hollow one due to the diffusion of metals from the core
to the outside of the nanoparticles. This is what was
experimentally observed with copper-cobalt nanoparticles
exposed to a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen at

Figure 7: Bimetallic nanoparticles exposed to reactive gases: (A) copper-cobalt
nanoparticles,46 (B) nickel-cobalt nanoparticles (with EDS mapping on the right). 47

This pair of examples illustrates the diversity of scenarios that
are encountered. Under reactive gases, none of the two
systems exhibited the catalytic surface that one would have
expected on paper. This highlights the importance of an
accurate description of the nanoparticles in relation with the
reaction being investigated. The driving forces for these
transformations are manifold and potentially antagonists:
coordination strength of the incoming molecule, diffusion
coefficient in the inorganic core, relative surface energy of the
metals, etc. While it is essential to study model systems (welldefined nanoparticles) to understand them, real catalysts
should also be analyzed, in the presence of the catalysts
48
support. This was done for example for Cu/ZnO on Al 2O3 and
49
for PtCo on TiO2.
Technical development in analytical
microscopy and spectroscopy is at the heart of progress in this
50,51,8,52,53
field.
So far, the inorganic core was the focus of the discussion. As
briefly mentioned above, nanoparticles may be covered by
organic ligands (also called surfactants or capping agents,
depending of the context). Instead of burning them away as in
the previous examples, these ligands can be used to tune the
surface properties of the nanoparticles. This is the object of
the next section.

Ligand-covered nanoparticles
Ligands as reactive species
In most cases, ligands such as polyvinylpyrolidone (PVP),
alkylamines or alkylphosphines, are introduced during the
synthesis of the nanoparticles in order to control their size and

5

54,55

morphology, as extensively reviewed in the literature.
Their interaction with the metal precursors and/or with the
nanoparticle surface are critical to the nucleation and growth
56
stages of the synthesis.
Although they may be washed or destroyed (partially or
quantitatively) during the purification step, they are often not
innocent regarding the nature of the nanoparticles surface:
first, because they contributed to select the facets exhibited by
the nanoparticles, second, because their degradation process
is rarely complete and controlled. For instance, tri-noctylphosphine (TOP) decomposes at much lower temperature
(150 °C) onto a nickel nanoparticle surface than as a free
57
species.
As a consequence of ligand decomposition,
phosphorus contamination was observed in several cases with
consequences on the activity and selectivity of the
20,47
nanoparticles in heterogeneous catalysis.
Taking advantage of this, ligand decomposition can be
exploited to produce an organic carbon shell around
nanoparticles at 400 °C under inert atmosphere, thus
increasing the conductivity of the powder. This was illustrated
with Ni2P nanoparticles used as negative electrode in lithium
batteries: carbon-covered nanoparticles showed better Li
uptake by providing a Li-permeable electron-conductive
percolating network and the electrode had a better
58
mechanical stability. One step further, ligands can be used to
transform metal nanoparticles into metal carbides and metal
phosphides, as was done on nickel nanoparticles, among
59,60
others.
On the other hand, an alternative approach is to select ligands
that survive the reactivity studies and become an ally to
control the nanoparticle’s surface reactivity.
Ligands tuning the electronic properties of the surface
Ligand chemisorption on a surface can be described with a
frontier orbital approach: depending on the relative energy of
the orbitals and the surface Fermi level, as well as on the
quality of the overlap, charge transfer from one to the other
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23

may occur. As a consequence, both surface and ligand will be
61
affected.
In two separate studies, ruthenium nanocatalysts were
characterized by XPS. In the first case, the nanoparticles came
from a ligand-free sol-gel reaction and were deposited on a
TiO2 support: they can be regarded as “bare nanoparticles”
62
(Figure 8A). After the reduction step, XPS of Ru 3d5/2 showed
a main peak at a binding energy of 280.0 eV, similar to these of
bulk ruthenium metal (Figure 8A, indicated by a red dotted
line). This metallic state persisted under CO2 methanation
conditions at 200 °C. In the second case, ruthenium
nanoparticles were prepared by the decomposition of a Ru(0)
molecular precursor and stabilized in solution with a bidendate
phosphine (dppb = 1,4-bis(diphenylphosphino)butane), as
63
shown on Figure 8B. The nanoparticles were, as expected,
highly air-sensitive and active for CO hydrogenation in
solution, but were deposited on a gold substrate in order to
measure XPS. Fresh nanoparticles showed a binding energy of
280.5 eV for Ru 3d5/2 (Figure 8B), higher than the bare
nanoparticles. This suggested that the phosphine was overall
depleting the nanoparticles surface in electrons. This state
mostly survived after introduction of a mixture of CO and H 2,
although partial CO dissociation was observed and resulted in
the formation of a second Ru species, more oxidized. Both
types of nanoparticles (bare and ligand-covered) are active for
the related CO and CO2 hydrogenation reactions. In the second
case, the ligand was shown to improve the selectivity for C 2–C4
products, thus modulating the intrinsic selectivity of the Ru
surface.
The recent literature now contains many examples of ligandcontrolled catalytic reactions, including enantioselective
64,65,66
ones.
This field is rapidly expanding, at the cross-roads of
advanced nanoparticles synthesis, spectroscopies that monitor
the surface state in situ, and a growing interest for the
catalytic formation of higher added-values molecules (eg. longchain alcohols, chiral compounds) from cheap carbon sources
(eg, CO2).

Figure 8: (A) Bare Ru nanoparticles on TiO2, active for CO2 methanation. Bottom: XPS of the fresh sample (before reduction of the Ru), of the reduced sample (showing metallic Ru),
and during the catalytic reaction under a mixture of CO 2 and H2.62 (B) Phosphine-covered ruthenium nanoparticles prepared and used in solutions. Bottom: XPS of the
nanoparticles deposited on a gold substrate: fresh sample, and sample during CO hydrogenation reaction. Dotted lines are a guide to the eye.
72

Summary and Outlooks
In this feature article, the interplay between adsorbates and
surfaces was discussed, for macroscopic solids but also for
nanoparticles. This highlights the importance of clarifying the
nature of ligands present on nanoparticles surface, but also
the necessity to properly follow the transformations of their
inorganic core in the environment of use (ambient air for
devices, under gas mixture for catalysis, etc.). Only in these
conditions will the description of a nanoparticle provide
accurate understanding of its reactivity.
Furthermore, ligands offer the opportunity to tune this
reactivity, in particular for catalysis purposes. Promising
outlooks of this field can be delineated in two steps:
(1) the fabrication of “bare” or ligand-free nanoparticles and
clusters from innovative synthetic routes, combining the
advantages of heterogeneous catalysts preparation (no
solvent, no organic stabilizer) with the excellent morphology
67,68,69
and composition control available in colloidal synthesis.
(2) the remodeling of their surface reactivity using selected
ligands with peculiar coordinating modes, eg. providing Lewis
70,71
acido-basic interaction at the surface.
Original synthetic approaches, forming nanoparticles with
unprecedented composition and/or exposed surfaces, should
be driven and combined with the most recent modelling
strategy, such as the automated construction of surface phase

diagrams, in order to target systems with relevant properties
in a given catalytic process. However, in-depth understanding
and improvement of proof-of-concept nanomaterials will still
require more powerful and multispectral analytical tools (eg.
simultaneous XAS, XRD and IR), as currently being developed
on dedicated beamlines worldwide.
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